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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study was to determine the genetic parameters involved

in immature embryo culture ability in wheat (Triticum aestivum L). For this purpose,
five lines and two cultivated varieties were used. These lines were: C. B243, C. B245,
C.B249, C.B251 and e.B253. While, the two testers were Gemmieza 9 and
Gemmieza 10. The results showed the presence of highly significant differences
among genotypes for all in vitro traits. This indicated that embryogenic calli induction
and its regeneration were affected by the genotypes of the immature embryo donor
plants. The line e.B 251 was the most responsive for both embryogenic calli ratio and
regenerable calli ratio, while the line e.B243 was the best combiner among other lines
in the case of callus fresh weight. The beast combination for all traits was the cross
e.B 251 x Gemmieza 9. Furthermore, the results revealed that both additive and non
additive genetic variances played an important role in the inheritance of immature
embryo culture traits. However, the magnjtude of oon- additive genetic variance was
larger than their corresponding estimates of additive genetic variances for callus fresh
weight and regenerable calli ratio. This finding was emphasized by the dominance
degree value which exceeded unity with respect to these traits. Therefore, it could be
concluded that using Fl hybrids for immature embryo culture improvement the ability
to induce high ratio of plantlets.
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INTRODUCTION

Wheat is one of the most important cereal crops used in human food
and animal feed in Egypt and all over the world. For many years ago, several
investigators have directed their research to increase the productivity of
wheat per unit area by either introducing more yielding varieties or improving
agriCUltural practices.

Plan\ regeneration from cultured cells and tissues is required for
successful application of biotechnology in modern plant breeding programs.
Plant regeneration of many cultivars of wheat obtained from culture of
immature embryos has been established by Shah et al. 2003, Nasircilar et al.
200(1 and Yasmin et al. 2009. In this connection, several factors affect in vitro
cell culture. It was found that the mostiml?ortant factor is genetic structure of
explants. In vitro, the response of wheat tissues and the efficiency of callus
induction have been recognized for callus grow1h rate and plant regeneration
which were found to be genotype dependent as reported by Zhou and Lee
1983; Racz et al. 1993; Ozgen et al. 1998; Yadav et al. 2000; Anapiiaeva
2000; Schween and Schwenkel 2003; Yadav and Chawla 2001; EI-Sherbeny
et al., 2001. In this respect, De Buyser et al. (1992) detected the involvement
of few genes in controlling plant regeneration. Heritability values ranged from
0.6 and 0.7 for callus formation and plant regeneration indicating the
importance of additive effects as observed by Lszar et al. (1984). In addition
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